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QUESTION 1

Following a human-centered design process approach, Cloud Kicks is preparing a userfeedback session for an app that
is not performance as anticipated. 

In which two ways could confirmation bias be avoided? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Interview users about the intended use of the product to support the questionnaire creation. 

B. Obtain user feedback to reinforce known assumptions and support design decisions. 

C. Diversity feedback by ensuring it features as many unique perspective as possible. 

D. Review questions to remove assumptions about issues or problem not supported by quantitative data. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

During user interviews, a UX Designer discovers that the most common daily task for users is to lookfor and view
commonly used reports using the global search bar. 

What should be done to improve their experience? 

A. Make the global search bar bigger on every page. 

B. Update the Home page with access to commonly used reports. 

C. Add the Daily Task component to the Home page. 

D. Create a mood board to communicate the visual style of the UI. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer is creating a Lightning Web Component (LWC) and wants to make sure the visual experience is consistent
with Cloud Kicks\\' branding. The developer asks their UX Designer about the Salesforce Lightning Design System
(SLDS) styling hooks. 

How should the designer describe them? 

A. They use standard CSS properties to directly style HTML elements. 

B. They use standard CSS properties to easily style base and custom components. 

C. They use custom CSS properties to directly style HTML elements. 

D. The use custom CSS properties to easily style case and custom component. 
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Correct Answer: B 

The designer should describe the Salesforce Lightning Design System (SLDS) styling hooks as using standard CSS
properties to easily style base and custom components. SLDS styling hooks allow developers to quickly and easily
apply CSS classes to HTML elements, enabling consistent styling across both base and custom components. This
allows developers to quickly and easily apply branding and styling to their Lightning Web Components, without needing
to write custom CSS. For more information about SLDS styling hooks, please see the following Salesforce
documentation: https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/component-
library/documentation/lwc/lwc.use_slds_styles_hooks 

 

QUESTION 4

Cloud Kicks (CK) wants to adopt a human-centered design process in the redesign of its Salesforce journeys and
processes. 

In which order should CK\\'s UX Designer undertake the steps of this process to achieve maximum impact? 

A. Ideation > Iteration > Prototyping > Implementation > User Feedback > Observation 

B. Observation > Ideation > Prototyping > User Feedback > Iteration > implementation 

C. Prototyping > Iteration > Observation > Ideation > Implementation > User Feedback 

D. Implementation> Observation > User Feedback > Prototyping > Ideation > Iteration 

Correct Answer: B 

 

The order in which CK\\'s UX Designer should undertake the steps of the human-centered design process to achieve
maximum impact is Observation > Ideation > Prototyping > User Feedback > Iteration > Implementation. This allows the
designer to take into account the user\\'s preferences and needs from the very beginning, as well as provide the user
with feedback throughout the entire process. The order of steps for a human-centered design process is as follows: 

1.

 Observation: Observing user behaviour and interactions to gain insights into their needs and preferences. 

2.

 Ideation: Coming up with ideas for potential solutions based on the insights from the observation phase. 

Prototyping: Creating a prototype of the potential solution to test out with users. User Feedback: Gathering feedback
from users on the prototype and making changes based on their feedback. 

Iteration: Iterating on the prototype based on the feedback from users. 

Implementation: Implementing the final solution. 

For more information on the human-centered design process, please see the following Salesforce documentation:
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/ux_design_proce ss 

 

QUESTION 5
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Universal Containers (UC) operatesworldwide with offices in more than 100 regions in 10 different countries role
hierarchy to control data visibility. In the new fiscal year, UC is planned to reorganize the roles and reassign accounts
owners. 

Which two point should an Architect consider in this situation? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Using a temporary parking lot account to improve performance. 

B. Changing complex role hierarchy can cause a high level of sharing recalculation. 

C. Restricting the organization-sharing configurations to private. 

D. Replacing Account records ownerships massively can cause data skew. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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